Guidelines for Manuscript Preparation
The paper must be written in APA style and be in Times New Roman, 12 pt font. The paper must be
7 to 10 pages in length (exclusive of tables and illustrations). The paper must be typewritten,
double spaced and contain one inch margins. All graphs, tables and references are to be placed
on separate sheets of paper.
Outline (to be submitted with your application)- must define what the assignment is, what the
purpose of the paper is, what is the thesis statement.
The manuscript should evidence proper writing techniques and be organized in a logical and
systematic manner that guides the reader through the information to the intended
conclusion. It should include the following:
Introduction - summarize the main theme of the paper in one or two paragraphs.
Body - to include an explanation of the topic's importance in the healthcare industry and the
background information about the project; what led you to the plan. Discuss any supportive
documentation you used. How was the project implemented? What were the results? Discuss
both positive and negative. Include graphs or charts here when appropriate.
Results/Evaluation -The results/evaluation must be logical, innovative and clearly explained.
Other alternatives to the problem that were considered and evaluated should be identified and
discussed. The rationale for their elimination should be explained.
The analysis of the impact of the results of the activity should be clear, concise and documented
where appropriate.
The results should be applicable to other healthcare institutions and circumstances, and the
paper should clarify the methodology necessary to transfer the solution reached to other
institutions. The paper should add to the knowledge base of all healthcare environmental
services practitioners and serve as a communication/educational tool for healthcare managers
in other areas where appropriate.
Conclusion - include a one paragraph conclusion/summary.
The paper must be authenticated and verified by the FAHE review committee.

Scoring
Applicant must score at EXPERT level in all areas to receive the FAHE designation.

Possible Topics
Contents of the paper must focus on administrative and management matters. The topic must
be timely and relevant to the healthcare environmental services field. Examples of possible
topics are:
HCAPS: Scores have become increasingly more important to hospital executives as a
measure of quality. Wow can these scores be raised?
Actions and processes on improving patient satisfaction: What steps can be taken.
Practices on lowering HAI’s: What best practices have you found and how can others
implement them.
LEAN: How are the LEAN principles helping you maximize customer value while minimizing
waste.
Financial: Actions to implement cost effective measures, revenue generating projects,
productivity improvements
Team Building: Actions that show participation in the healthcare facility's overall committee
process, joint projects with other institutions or departments
Marketing: Actions which represent the healthcare facility in community projects,
development of guest relations projects
*Note: These are only suggestions, and other projects will be reviewed for appropriateness as
requested.

